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NEW HOME BUILD
O A K  &  O R A N G E

If you are considering building a new home, one of 
the first and most crucial decisions you’ll make is 
choosing which builder to partner with. It is a big time 
and financial investment and needs to be considered 
carefully. It’s imperative you do your research upfront, 
so your brand-new home is everything you dreamt it to 
be.

Not sure where to start? We have created this handy 
new home builder checklist to help you select a builder 
that is the perfect fit to build your new home. No matter 
where you want to build your dream home on this great 
wide land, our checklist will equip you with all you need 
to choose the right builder.
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Y O U R  C H E C K L I S T

Ask family and friends about their experiences

Check builders rating on product review

Visit different builders© display homes

Check the builders© industry qualifications, memberships and registrations

Check if the builder has won any industry awards

Ask about their tender process

Check the builders’ standards inclusions list

Ask for the builders© communication process and timelines

Ask about their hand-over procedure

Make sure the contract is clear
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ASK FAMILY & FRIENDS
The best place to start is asking family and 
friends who have built a new home. Ask 
bucketloads of questions. If they have had a 
great experience with their builder, chances 
are you’re headed in the right track.

WHAT IS PRODUCT REVIEW 
Product Review is a website that allows users 
to rate and review their experiences with loads 
of builders across Australia. The best part is 
that all clients reviewing their services must be 
verified. This means they have to prove they’ve 
actually built a home with that particular 
builder.

If you want to be happy with both the build 
process AND the end result, choose a builder 
with a 5-star rating. Hot tip: Product Review 
also requests reviewers to specify what part 
of the build process they are up to when 
giving their review: pre-construction, mid-
construction or post-construction. It’s a good 
idea to focus on the post-construction reviews 
as these people have not only gone through 
the whole build process but moved into their 
home and are happy with the end result!

INDUSTRY RECOGNITION
Still not sure who to trust to build your new 
home? What better way to find peace of 
mind than choosing an award-winning builder! 
In Australia, the leading Home Building 
Industry bodies are the MBA (Master Builders 
Association) and the HIA (Housing Industry 
Association). Their awards are released annually 
and are a great way of finding reputable builders 
in your area, who have been independently 
assessed by the HIA or MBA. It will also help 
validate your builder is trade certified.

LICENSES AND INSURANCE
This might be an obvious one but it’s still really 
important to double check. Licenses are issued 
by the state and territories, and you should be 
easily able to check online if your builder has the 
right license to carry out the work. Insurance is 
extremely important to ensure the safety of all 
people both on and off-site. At a minimum, the 
builder should have Public Liability Insurance 
and Home Building Compensation.

building your new home. If you have been 
provided a base price tender, proceed with 
caution as you may get some nasty surprises 
once your site costs and inclusions are added. 
Read on for more about this.

TENDER PROCESS
Unfortunately, when it comes to the tender 
process not all builders are equal. We all want 
to get the best deal we can when we are buying 
a home. It’s only natural. If you are getting 
multiple quotes from builders for a similar size 
home and you notice a big price difference, 
don’t assume your quote is covering the exact 
same thing. The problem is that some builders 
don’t factor in all the associated costs with

SITE COSTS
Some home builders don’t inspect your site 
before providing a tender price. This means 
there will be a lot of unknown costs such as 
whether the land is sloping. Omitting this step, 
may mean that you’ll later find out you need 
large cut and fills, retaining walls or there may 
even be access issues. The key is to make sure 
you are getting a fixed price tender whereby 
the builder organises a geotechnical engineer 
to visit your site and produce a soil report. 
This ensures your new home will be safe and 
complies with the Australian standards and 
that your builder can include all your site costs 
in your fixed price tender. 

This type of approach will avoid heartache and 
disappointment down the track and possibly 
thousands of extra dollars in costs. There 
would be nothing worse than to sign up with a 
builder based on a low price, only to find there 
are thousands of dollars to be added once you 
start construction. Very often it is too late to 
pull out of an arrangement with a builder by 
this point and all the excitement of a brand-
new home for your family evaporates! 

VISIT DISPLAY HOMES 
Display Homes are a great way to check out 
the quality of the builder firsthand. That is 
why display homes are the bomb. You get to 
see the exact workmanship your builder is 
capable of. Not all builders are equal and not all 
display homes are equal so pay close attention. 
Remember not to get too distracted by the 
beautiful styling and landscaping when walking 
through a display home because that’s not 
what you’re buying. Two builders with display 
homes right next door to each other can have 
very different interior design and styling in

each home. Be careful you don’t get caught 
up in the style of the home you like and 
completely forget about the quality of the 
finishes and fixtures.
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INCLUSIONS
All builders’ standard inclusions are a little 
different so it’s a great idea to find out what 
inclusion packages they have on offer and 
make sure you’re happy with it. Do you want 
a driveway? Guess what? Not all builders 
include it as standard. Do your checks to avoid 
disappointment. 

There is absolutely nothing wrong with 
upgrading, in fact if you’re creating your Dream 
Home, we recommend spoiling yourself and 
upgrading features you love. It’s your Dream 
Home after all and you want it to be both 
beautiful and practical to live in. The key here is 
to make sure you are happy with the standard 
inclusions and that all your necessities are 
included upfront.  

HANDOVER
Getting the keys to your new home build is 
exciting but you want to make sure it’s done 
right. Ask your builder about their handover 
procedure. You want to make sure you are 
provided with all your warranty documents 
for any systems, products, and appliances 
in the house as well as home maintenance 
guides. Lastly, confirm the follow-up process 
for any defects you identify. It’s important to 
have a clear and thorough understanding of 
the builders (and their suppliers) guarantees, 
warranty periods and indemnities. 

CONTRACTS
When it comes to signing on the dotted line 
make sure you’re not signing too soon. Has your 
builder inspected your site? Have they had the 
relevant soil test, contour survey, section 10.7 
Certificate completed and determined your 
site costs (and not just provided a provisional 
allowance). Have you made all your design 
selections so you’ll be happy with end result? 
It’s a good idea to check these items are 
included in the contract to avoid extra charges 
coming your way after you have signed the 
contract and your loan is approved.  

Be sure to check the builders invoicing 
structure too. You’ll want to know when you’ll 
have to pay your deposit and ongoing progress 
payments. 

COMMUNICATION & TIMELINE
During the construction phase of the build, it 
will be very tempting to walk on site every time 
something new happens. It is of course your new 
home, and it is exciting but for safety reasons 
many builders will not permit you to walk on 
site without your appointed site supervisor. To 
ensure you are happy with the construction 
journey, it’s a good idea to ask how many times 
you will be allowed on site during construction. 
This will save any disappointment down the 
track.  Not all builders are on a level playing 
field when it comes to communication so you 
should also ask how you will be updated on the 
progress of your build and how often. 

One last thing: be realistic about estimated 
build times that a builder offers. Usually, the 
build times don’t account for rain days, public 
holidays, weekends, and the Christmas holiday 
closures. You want your builder to commit to 
a construction timeline, but it does need to 
consider all these factors. 
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Good luck finding the perfect builder for your new home. This checklist will 
prove to be a trusty guide for helping you find the right fit for your dream 

home build. Why not put it to the test.


